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I found this book in the most serendipitous way.For a long time I had been searching for answers

about life. One day, many years ago, I was in a department store buying clothes. Suddenly, I cam

across a large number of books piled up on a counter, which were being sold at a discount. I have

always been a book lover, so I decided to go through the pile of books, searching for the diamond in

the rough. Indeed I found it. This book, and part two (The Stellar Man), landed on my hands. I read

these two books very avidly many many times. Every time I read them, a new message gets to me,

a new string gets plucked.For me, this book has passed the test of time. Now I have multiple copies.

I have given copies to family and friends. Thank you, thank you, thank you, John Baines for making

such a profound change in my life. I recommend it to anybody who is looking inside in search for

answers. Be prepared for a life-changing experience!

A lot of info in this book could be found by reading the Kybalion and Franz Bardon, plus it focused

too much on how men and women should be without giving much of practical advice on the



transformation of the man; for that one should read this authors superb 'the Stellar Man' and its

OK-ish companion book "HypsoConsiousness".

This book is great for you and as a gift for anyone who wants to open there minds.

The original writing is Spanish, and the translation is horrible. I threw the book away.

You must buy this book and read it. This is your second most important Occult opus after The

Stellar Man. I read this book during work breaks and recommend it to everyone.

great book thus far!!!! the mind is all and the Universe is Mental! I had to take my time reading this ,

I'd recommend taking ones time to let the info sink in. (two thumbs up)

Always use your discretions when reading material like this. If you want to understand hermetic

philosophy and belief structures, this helps in addition to the kybalion and will catch you up on

common occult principles that wouldn't be available elsewhere. There are implications of

homophobia with words such as "sexual inversion" and deviations. This book was out in 1980 when

this was controversial and not understood. What people like Baines don't understand is that

someone's sexual orientation is beyond just sexual desires and lust and it has nothing to do with

morality. It has more to deal with gender and identity that threatens heteronormative views. But

regardless, there's a lot of important things mentioned like high morals when it comes to mastering

yourself and being balanced. The goal is to overcome the animal mind so you can have a stronger

connection with the Source and possibly with your partner no matter who you are.

This book changed my life
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